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Abst rac t - -We set up a class of parallel nonlinear AOR method in the sense of matrix multi- 
splitting for solving the large scale system of nonlinear equations Ax + ~o(x) ---- b with A E L(R n) 
nonsingular, b E R n and ~ : R n ---. R n being continuously diagonal. The global as well as the 
monotone convergence of this method is proved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It  is well known that discretizing many partial differential equations by the difference or the finite 
element methods can constantly result in the following large scale system of nonlinear equations: 
Ax + ~(x) -- b, (1.1) 
where A E L(R  n) is nonsingular, b E R n, while ~ : R n --* R n is a continuously diagonal mapping 
but may have discontinuous derivative [1,2]. Through applying the matrix multisplitting concept 
proposed by O'Leary and White [3] in 1985, White [1] designed a class of parallel nonlinear 
Gauss-Seidel methods for solving this class of special but very important practical problems, and 
proved the convergence of this method when the coefficient matrix A E L(R  n) is an M-matrix.  
By researching paper [1] more deeply, we establish in this paper a class of parallel nonlinear 
AOR methods also based on the matrix multisplitting concept for solving the system of nonlinear 
equations (1.1). This class of method is flexible and simple for concrete implementation and is of 
forceful parallel computational function. Under proper conditions about the mapping ~ : R n --* 
R n and when the coefficient matrix A E L(R  n) is an H-matrix, we prove global convergence of 
the new method. Moreover, when the coefficient matrix A E L (R  '~) is an M-matrix,  ~ : R n ~ R n 
is a continuously diagonal isotone mapping, and the monotone convergence of the new method 
is established. For the convergence rate of the parallel nonlinear AOR method, we also analyze 
and compare it in detail. 
This paper is a further completion and development of [1], and is also a generalization of the 
results of [4] to nonlinear problems. 
The author is very much indebted to E. Jiang and E. Y. Rodin for their help, and to the referees for their 
constructive suggestions, too. 
This work is supported by the China Postdoctoral Science Foundation. 
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2. PARALLEL NONLINEAR 
AOR METHOD 
Let N denote the set {1,2,... ,n}. For i E N, we use xi to represent the ith component of 
a column vector x E R n. For k = I, 2,..., ~ (c~ _~ n, a given positive integer), take Sk to be a 
nonempty subset of N satisfying LJ~=ISk = N, 
e~k) = { O, e~t) >- O, for i ~ E Sk, i = l(1)n, 
and Lk = (/}~)), Uk = (u~)) E L(R '~) to be 
( l(k) for i , j  E S.  and i > , u(k) ( ' ( ' ) fo r i# j , . i , ,  
lt)(k = i , j  = l ,2 , . . . ,n .  
0, otherwise, iJ = 0, otherwise, 
Given a matrix A = (aij) • L(R'~), write D = diag(A). If 
(a) A=D-Lk -Uk ,  k = 1,2 , . . . ,a ,  
(b) det(D) # 0, 
(c) ~ Ek = I (I • L(R") identity), 
k=l  
then the collection of triples (D - Lk, Uk, Ek) (k = 1, 2, . . . ,  a) is called a multisplitting of the 
matrix A • L(Rn). 
Based on this concept, we can construct he following parallel nonlinear AOR method for 
solving the system of nonlinear equations (1.1). 
METHOD. Given initial approximation x ° E R n, for m = 0, 1,2, . . . .  compute 
:r,~+l ._ OJ E_(k)_m,k ( OJ) 7 ci x( + 1 - 7 x~n' i -- l(1)n, (2.1) 
k 
where 
x~,k = { r~ 'k  + (1-- r)x~, foriESk, i=1 ,2  . . . .  ,n, k - -1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  (2.2) 
x~ n, for i t~ Sk, 
while ~'k( i  • S~, i = l (1 )n)  are successively determined by 
i - -1  
2_,L~ xj _y~ (k} m=bi ,  - u~j xj 
j=l j#i 
i •Sk ,  i=1 ,2  . . . .  ,n, k=l ,2 , . . . ,a .  (2.3) 
Here, r,w • (0, oo), r is called the relaxation factor while w the acceleration factor. 
Clearly, (2.1),(2.2) can be equivalently expressed as 
k 
fw~ 'k+(1-w)x '~,  fo r i•Sk ,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  k=l ,2 , . . . ,a .  (2.4) ~,k  
x~, for i ~ Sk, 
It is easy to see that as ~o - 0, the above method naturally reduces to the known parallel 
matrix multisplitting AOR method [4], while as ~o : R n --* R n is a nonlinear diagonal mapping, 
with different choices of the parameters  and w, many known and a lot of novel parallel nonlinear 
relaxed methods uch as the parallel nonlinear Gauss-Seidel method (r = w = 1, see [1]) and the 
parallel nonlinear SOR method (r = w) can be generated from (2.3),(2.4). 
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3. GLOBAL CONVERGENCE 
OF THE METHOD 
The partial orderings (>; >) and the absolute values (I * I) in R n and L(R n) are introduced 
according to the elements [1,3,4]. For a matrix A = (no) E L(R'~), it is called an M-matrix if 
A is nonsingular, aij <_ 0 (i 7t j, i , j  = l(1)n) and A -1 > 0, and an H-matrix if its comparison 
matrix (A) = ((aij)) is an M-matrix, where 
lai~l, for i = j ,  
(aij) = _laijl ' for i~  j,  
i , j  1(1)n. 
Particularly, if A = D - B, D = diag(A) and A is an H-matrix, there holds p(IDI-11BI) < 1, 
where p(.) denotes the spectral radius of the corresponding matrix [5]. A = B - C is called a 
weak regular splitting if det(B) ~ 0, B -1 _> 0 and B-1C >_ O. 
A mapping G:  R n -* R n is called a P-contraction mapping if there exists P 6 L(R n) satisfying 
P _ 0 and p(P) < 1 such that 
IG(x) - G(y)] <_ PIx - Yl, Vx, y E R n. (3.1) 
Obviously, any P-contraction mapping defined on R n is continuous and has unique fixed point [2]. 
The following two facts are essential for the global convergence analysis of the method. 
LEMMA 1 .  [3]. Let A 6 L(R n) be an M-matrix, (Bk, Ck, Ek) (k = 1,2 , . . . ,  a) be a multisplitting 
o[ it with each A = Bk - Ck (k = 1,2, . . .  ,a) being weak regular. Then p(~-~k EkB~lCk) < 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let A = (aij) E L(R n) be an H-matrix, ~o : R '~ --* R n be a continuously diagonal 
mapping. H 
sign(ai~)(t - s) (~(t )  - ~(s ) )  _> 0, i = l(1)n, Vt, s e R 1, (3.2) 
then A + ~ is a homomorphism from R '~ to R n. 
PaOOF. Define D = diag(A), B = D - A and 
g~(t) = aiit + ~i(t), i = l(1)n, Vt 6 R 1. (3.3) 
From (3.2) we know that each gi maps R 1 onto R 1 one by one, hence, the operator D + ~ has 
an inverse operator defined on R n. 
For any b E R n, let G : R n --* R '~, G(x) = (D + ~) - l (Bx  + b). Then x* is a fixed point of G if 
and only if x* is a zero point of the system Ax + ~(x) = b. 
Noticing 
laiil It - sl <_ Ig~(t) - gi(s)l, lai~ } ig~l({)_g~l(~)l <_ i{_~1, i= l (1 )n ,  Vt, s ,{ ,~6R 1, (3.4) 
we have 
I (D+~o) - l (x ) - (D+v) - I (y ) I  <_ In l - l l x -y l ,  Vx, yeR" .  
Therefore, 
IG (x ) -G(y) l= l (D+~o) - l (Bx+b) - (D+~o) - l (By+b) l  <]D[ - l lS l l x -y  I, Vx ,yeR n. 
Because A is an H-matrix, p(IDI-11BI) < 1. Clearly, IDI-11BI > O. Hence, G : R n --* R n is a 
(IDl-~lBI)-contraction mapping, which shows:G has unique fixed point in R n, or in other words, 
the system of nonlinear equations (1.1) has unique solution in R". Now, by  making use of the 
arbitrary property of b E R n, we see that (A + ~o) -1 : R n --* R n exists. 
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Write 




I z -y l ->  (A) Iu -v  I. 
Therefore, 
[ (A+v) - lx - (A+v) - ly l  <_ (A ) - l ]x -y ] ,  
which implies the continuity of (A + qo) -1 : R n --+ R n. 
Up to now, the proof of Lemma 2 is fulfilled. 
By making use of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we can prove the global convergence of the parallel 
nonlinear AOR method. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A = (aij) e L(R n) be an H-matr/x, (D - Lk, Uk,Ek) (k = 1,2,. . .  ,a) be a 
multisplitting of it with 
(A) = IDI-  ILkl- IUkl = IDI-  IBI, k = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,a .  (3.5) 
Assume that qo : R n --+ R n is continuoasly diagonal and satisfying (3.2). Then for any startiag 
vector x ° E R n, the iterative sequence (x m) generated by the parallel non/inear AOR method 
converges Co the unique solution of (1.1) provided 
2 
0<r<w,  0<w< ( l+p( iD i _ l iS i ) ) .  (3.6) 
PROOF. In light of Lemma 2, the system (1.1) has unique solution x* E R n. Let 
i--1 
(k) m,k  _ 
j=l j#i i = 1, 2, ,n, k = i ,2 , . . ,a .  
i--1 . . . .  
j----1 j# i  
Utilizing (2.3), we know that under the condition of the theorem there holds 
i= l (1 )n ,  k=l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  
• x~ = g~- 
where g~ : R 1 --~ Rl(i  -- l(1)n) are defined by (3.3). 
By (3.4), there holds for i = 1,2,. . .  ,n and i E Sk that 
i-I 
< Z i,7"-,; + Z I,?- 
j~ l  j#i  
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Considering (2.2), (2.4) and 
zm'k=r~-  m'kw ~ + 1 -~(  r)x~n, /ESk ,  i= l ( l ln ,  
as i 6 Sk(i = l(1)n), we have 
to, l - _< [,o - + -oo l  - 
+ 11 - ~I Io~l Ix? - x~l 
i -1  i - -1 
j----1 j----1 
Additionally, 
~7,k _ x;  = ]x~ - x ; I ,  i ¢ s~, i = 1(1)~. 
Therefore, noticing (2.4) we can get 
[x m+l - x* I _< ~--~Ek (ID[ - r[Lk[) -1 ( [1 -  w[ [D[ + (w-  r)[Lk[ +w[Uk[)Ix m - x*[. 
k 
Evidently, 
(1 - ] l -w[ ) lD l -w[S[ ( [D l - r l Lk l ) - ( [1 -w[ lD[+(w- r ) [Lk [+w[Uk[ )  k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,~  
are all regular splittings. Moreover, (1 - [1 - w[)[D[ - w[B[ is an M-matrix provided the pa- 
rameters r and w are in the region determined by (3.6); see [4,5]. According to Lemma 1 we 
know 
P(  ~-~Ek(lDI - r lLkl)- l( l l  -w l  lDl + (w - r ) lLk l  + <1,  
which implies the validity of Theorem 3.1. 
4. MONOTONE CONVERGENCE OF  THE METHOD 
In this section, we will emphasize the discussion of the two-sided approximation property of 
the parallel nonlinear AOR method. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A 6 L(R n) be an M-matrix, (D - Lk,Uk,Ek) (k = 1,2,. . .  ,a)  be a multi- 
splitting of it with 
Lk = \(l !k.)~,3 ] >- O, Uk = (u~)) _> O, k = 1,2 , . . ,a . .  (4.1) 
Assume that ~ : R n ~ R n is a continuously diagonal isotone mapping. Then A + ~ is a 
homomorphism from R n onto itself. Moreover, for any b E R ~, let 
yO = A-1I~(0) _ bl, x o = _yO. (4.2) 
Then for r 6 [0, 1], w 6 (0, 1], the sequences {x m } and {ym} generated by the parallel non//near 
AOR method starting from x ° and yO, respectively, satisfy 
(a) x ° _< x "~ _< x "~+l _< ym+l < y,~ < yo, 
(b) limm-~oo xm = x* = limm--.oo ym, 
where x* is the unique solution of (1.1). 
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PROOF. Under the conditions of the theorem, according to the proof process of Lemma 2, we 
know that g~ : R 1 ---* R l ( i  = l(1)n) defined by (3.3) are all homomorphism appings from R 1 
onto R 1. If we write 
i--1 
l(k)_m,k ~ (k) m fm,k = b~ + E -~J xj + 2.., u~j xj , 
j= l  j#i  
i-1 i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  (4.3) 
h; = b, + E + E 
j= l  j•i 
we see from (2.3) that 
( ) {h m'k~ i6Sk ,  i=1 ,2 ,  ,n, k= l ,2 , . . ,a .  ~?,k  ---- g~-I f~,k , ~m,k = g; l  ~ , ] '  . . .  . 
(4.4) 
To prove conclusion (a), we assume that for some m _> 0, i >_ 1 and k = 1,2,. . .  ,a: 
x 0 <_ xm-1  <_ X m <_ ym <_ ym-1  <_ yO, (4.5a) 
0 < ~?- l , k  < :~,k  <~?,k  < 97- l , k  < yO, j = 1(1)(i  1) and j e Sk, (4.5b) Zj . . . .  . _ 
0 < X? - l , k  < x? ,k  < y? ,k  < y? - l , k  < yO, j = 1(1)( i -  1), (4.5C) Xj . . . .  • 
0 < X?  < X?  +1 < y?+l  < y?  < yO, . j = 1 (1) ( i - -  1). (4.5d) z j  . . . . . . . .  
Here, we stipulate that x -1 = x °, y-1 = y0 and (4.5b)-(4.5d) are vacuous for i = 1. Obviously, 
(4.5a)-(4.5d) hold for m = 0 and i = 1. 
For m fixed, by making use of (2.1),(2.2), (4.3),(4.4) as well as the strictly increasing properties 
of the functions g.(l : R 1 .... R l ( i  = l(1)n), through simple deduction we know that (4.5b)-(4.5d) 
hold for j = i, too. Therefore, 
xm < zm+l <_ ym+l _< y,~. 
By induction we know that Ca) is true. 
From (a) we easily know that the sequences {xm}, {y,n} are convergent. Denote 
lim x m * = x , lira ym = y*. 
771--+OO ?71--~OO 
In light of the existence and uniqueness ofthe solution of the system (1.1), to prove (b) we clearly 
only need to test x*, y* are solutions of (1.1). 
In the following, we only take x* as a sample to demonstrate, it. 
From the proving process of (a) we know that 
lim ~m.k = ~( j  = l(1)n, j • Sk) exist, 
Ill---'* OO 3 
k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  o~. (4.6) 
lira x. m. 'k = x~(j = l(1)n) exist, 
I l l  ---~ OO J 
Write 
g( j )  = {k [ j • Sk, k= 1, 2 , . . . ,  a} , : ' j  = i(1)n; 
by (2.1),(2.2) we can obtain 
k keK(j) 
j = l(1)n. (4.7) 
k keK(j) 
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Again, by (2.3) and (4.6) we know 
i-1 
^k ~k ~, (k)_k  (~)x* . = . a~ix~+~o~( ) - . .~i# z#-Eu i# #---b~, iESk ,  i=1 ,2 , . .  ,n, k i ,2 , . , c~.  (4.8) 
j=ffil j~i  
For each j E N, define 
~o( j )=  rain ~,  
^~l(J)__ max ^k (4.9) 
Xj kEK(j) Xj.  
As ~keg(~) e~ k) = 1 (i ---- 1(1)n), it is obvious that 
~o(j) _< xj < ^kl(j) " x j  , j E Sko(j) risk,(1), J = l(1)n. (4.10) 
We now show the following facts are correct by induction: 
[Ax* + ~o (x')] i = bj, 
^k 
xj = x;, j 6 Sk, j = l(1)n, (4.11) 
k 
X i = Z;, 
where [x]j denotes the jth component of x e R a. 
When j = 1, by (4.8)-(4.10) we know that 
_ u (k)  * 
j#1 j#l  
~ _~kl(1) ( ) bl t~11Wl _~_~01 .~lkl(1) ~ (k) , - -  U(k) , "~ -- ~.. ?~lj Xj ~> a l lX  ~ -~-~01 (X~) E lj x1 = [Ax* --[-- ~(x*)] 1 . 
j~ l  j# l  
Hence, 
[Ax* + ~0 (X*)] 1 = bl, 
and we can then get 
~1~ = ~( le  s~), ~ =~7, k = 1 ,2 , . . . , . .  
which means (4.11) is true for j = 1. 
Suppose that (4.11) is true for all j < i - 1. When j = i, noticing 
i - I  i--1 
b, _ (o ( , ) )  
i----1 1#i i=1 j#i  
= [Ax* + ~ (x')],, 
i-1 i--1 
bi t6ii~i- kl(i) + q0i (~kl(i)) ~ , (k )_ .  . (k)_. ~#-~ !k)X* E (k) . = -- - -~ '~ i j  ~J > a .x ;  +W( : )  ~_. .  _ _ uij x i 
jffil 1~i J =1 j~i  
= [A~* + ~ (x*)]~, 
there holds 
[Ax* + ~o (z*)]~ = b~, 
and hence, 
~ --. z t ( i  ~ S~), z~ = x*, k = 1,2,.. . ,(~. 
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By induction we know that (4.11) is valid for j -- 1, 2 . . . .  , n. Therefore, 
Ax* + ~o (z*) -= b, 
that is, x* is a solution of the system (1.1). 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that the conditions o£ Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and let w,w' E (0, 1], 
r E [0, 1] be given for which w < w'. In a11 cases with yO as starting point, let {ym} and 
{y,m} be sequences yielded by the parallel nonlinear AOR method with {r, w} and {r, w'} being 
the iteration parameters, respectively. By Theorem 4.1 these sequences are well-defined, and 
monotonously nonincreasingly converge to the unique solution x* of the system (1.1). Moreover, 
there holds 
im ym>y , m=0,1 ,2 ,  . . . .  (4.12) 
The corresponding results, with all inequalities reversed, hold for the sequences starting from x °. 
PROOF. Suppose that for some m _> 0 and i >_ 1: 
fm ym > y , (4.13a) 
^t m,k 
9~ n'k_>yj  , j= l (1 ) ( i -1 )and jESk ,  (4.13b) 
tm,k y~,k >_ Y J , j = i ( i ) ( i  -- I ) ,  (4.13c) 
im+l y}n+l > y J , j = 1(1)(i - 1), (4.13d) 
hold for k = 1, 2 . . . .  ,a. Here we stipulate that (4.13b)-(4.13d) are vacuous for i = 1. Clearly, 
(4.13a)-(4.13d) are valid for m = 0 and i = 1. 
Now, for j = i, by (4.3) we know h m'k >_ h'~ 'k (k = 1,2, . . . ,  a). By making use of (4.4) we 
^l?ll~k 
get ~)m,k > y i (k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a). Based on these inequalities, according to the definition of the 
method we easily see 
ym,k > ytm,k (k 1,2, . ,o0 ,  ~m+l > trot 1 
- -  ~-- "" Yi - Y i  • 
The above discussion indicates that (4.13b)-(4.13d) hold for all j E N. Therefore, ym+l >_ 
ylm+ l. 
By induction we have completed the proof of this theorem. 
In the remainder of this section, we will use Theorem 4.1 to get another global convergence 
theorem for the parallel nonlinear AOR method. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A E L(R n) be an M-matrix, (D - Lk, Uk, Ek) (k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) be a mul- 
tisplitting of it satisfying (4.1). Assume that ~ : R n -* R n is a continuously diagonal isotone 
mapping. Then for any b E R n, any sequences generated by the parallel nonlinear AOR method 
starting from any x ° E R n converges to the unique solution x* E R n of the system (1.1) provided 
{r, w} C_ [0, 1] (w # 0). 
PROOF. The known conditions ensure that A + ~o : R n --* R n is inverse isotone and is a homo- 
morphism, and hence the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (1.1). 
For given x °, b E R '~, we define 
g 0 = ra in  + , 
( j= l  
} q, = max a , ,x  + (x0) ,b ,  , 
u °=(A+~a) - l (p ) ,  v °=(A+~)- l (q ) ,  
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Obviously, there holds 
Au ° + ~ (u °) < b < Av ° + ~ (v°), ~0 < xo < v0, ~o < x" < ~0. 
Let {urn}, (v  m)  and (x  m} be sequences generated by the parallel nonlinear AOR method 
starting from u °, v ° and x °, respectively, with the same parameters  and w. Under the conditions 
of the theorem, it is easy to see that all the solutions t~fm'k~i J, (~)~n,k} and {~m,k} (i = l(1)n, 
i C Sk) correspondingly determined by the following systems of nonlinear equations 
i--1 
aiiui ~ ~i E ~ (k) m - ~i~ us -Lu i J  u'j =b~, 
j=l j#~ 
i--1 
ai~vi'  +~Pi ~ ,k  ~ (k) m,k ~ (k) m -- ~.. lij Vj -- ~_.. Uij vj =b~, i e Sk, i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
j=l j#i 
i-1 
^m,k f~rn,k~ ,(k) rn,k (k) rn 
aiixi + ~i ~ i ) -- E -- E = bi, tij x j  uij x j  
j=l j#i 
are uniquely existing for k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a and m = 0,1, 2, . . . .  Therefore, the above three parallel 
nonlinear AOR iteration sequences are well-defined. By making use of Theorem 4.1 we get 
U 0 <__ U m <_ um+l <_ vm+l <_ vrn <~_ ~)0, 
lira urn = x* = lim v m. (4.15) 
m ---*oo ?D,--~OO 
Now, suppose that for some m > 0 and i > 1: 
u m < x m < v m, (4.16a) 
~,k  < ~,k  < ~?,k, j = 1(1)(i - 1), j e s~, (4.16b) 
u~ 'k <_ x~ n'k _< v~ n'k, j = 1(1)(i - 1), (4.16c) 
u~ TM < x~ +1 < v~ +1, j = 1(1)(i - 1), (4.16d) 
hold for k = 1,2,...,c~. Here we stipulate that (4.16b)-(4.16d) are vacuous for i = 1, so 
(4.164)-(4.16d) are clearly valid for m = 0 and i = 1. 
For m fixed, we want now to prove that (4.16b)-(4.16d) hold for j = i, too. In fact, by 
(2.1),(2.2) as well as the strictly increasing properties of the functions g~-i : R 1 ~ R l ( i  = l(1)n) 
defined by (3.3), through simple deduction we immediately know that (4.16b)-(4.16d) hold for 
j = i, which shows that (4.16b)-(4.16d) hold for j = 1, 2 . . . .  , n. Therefore, 
U rnT1 ~_ X m+l ~_ V m+l. 
By induction we have show that (4.164)-(4.16d) are valid. Now, taking limits in (4.164) for m 
to infinity we obtain 
lim x m = x*, 
which fulfills our proof. 
At the end of this section, we make the following remark. 
REMARK. If (4.2) is replaced by '%here exist x °, y0 • R n such that x ° < y0 and Ax ° + ~a(x °) < 
b <_ Ay  ° + ~(yO),,, the conclusions of Theorem 4.1 still hold. This fact has been cited in the 
proofs of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3. 
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5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section, we are going to imitate on the IBM-PC/XT286 the previously established 
parallel nonlinear AOR method by using the following example of the system of nonlinear equa- 
tions (1.1): 
( s -1 
-1 8 -1 
" .  " .  ".. 
A = e L(nn), 
".. "., * .  
-1 8 -1 
-1 8 
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We take a - 2, 
$1 = {1,2, . . . ,ml},  $2 = {m2,m2 + 1,. . . ,n} 
with ml,  m2 being positive integers atisfying 1 _< m2 _< ml _< n, and the particular multisplitting 
(D - Lk, Uk, Ek) (k = 1, 2) of the coefficient matrix A e L(Rn): 
D = diag(A) = diag(8, 8 , . . . ,  8), 
( ) {1 ,  i f j= i -1 ,  i, j eSk ,  
Lk = l~ k) , l} k)= 0, otherwise, 
[ (k)~ . (k) (( 0,(  if i= j ,  
Uk = ~uij ] ,  "iJ = -- aij + l!k.)~ otherwise, *a ] '  
1, i f l~ j<m2,  i , j= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  k=l ,2 .  
e 1) = 2' i f  m2 _~ j N ml ,  , 
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0, i f l _< j<m2 
1 
e ~) = ~, if m2 _< j _~ ml, 
1, if ml < j_<n,  
The computations are proceeded with 
(a) ml  = In/21, m2 = In/2] + 1; 
(b) ml = [4n/51, ms = In/S1, 
where [a] is used to denote the integer part of a positive number "a", and the relative error 
conditions are taken to be e = 2 x 10 -s. All iterations are started from an initial approximation 
having all components equal to 0.5 and terminated once the current iteration xm obeys 
IIAx rn + ~o(x m) - 51] 1 _< e. 
These kinds of iteration indexes are listed in the numerical tables to show the feasibility and 
efficiency of the tested methods. 
These numerical results show that suitably choosing the relaxation parameter(s) can really 
results in better convergence behaviours of the relaxed methods, and the more overlapping case 
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Table 1. Parallel nonlinear Gauss-Seidel method. 
n 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
(a) i0 i0 I0 i0 I0 i0 i0 I0 I0 i0 
(b) 10 I0 l0 I0 10 10 i0 I0 i0 I0 
Table 2. Parallel nonlinear SOB. method (n -- I00). 
w 0.3 0.9 0.95 0.99 1.05 1.08 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.8 
(a) 77 14 12 10 9 11 12 14 17 116 
(b) 77 14 12 10 9 11 12 14 17 113 
Table 3. Parallel nonlinear AOB. method (n = 100). 
r 1.05 0.3 1.05 0.9 1.15 1.1 1.05 1.2 1.8 0.95 
w 0.3 1.05 0.9 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.05 
(a) 75 II 14 9 I0 10 8 i0 Ii 9 
(b) 75 11 14 9 9 9 8 9 11 9 
(Case (b)), roughly speaking, is of faster convergence speed than the less one (Case (a)). More- 
over, all our experiments show that the iterative sequences {x m} generated by the parallel non- 
linear Gauss-Seidel method, parallel nonlinear SOR method and the parallel nonlinear AOR 
method, with choosing different dimensional number n of the system or various relaxation para- 
meters r and w, always converge decreasingly to the solutions of the class of systems of nonlinear 
equations (1.1), respectively. This coincides pertinently with the established theoretical results 
since at this time there holds Ay ° +~(y0) >_ b for the initial vector y0 = (0.5, 0.5,..., 0.5) x E R n. 
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